
Organic Products Certificate
EUI66VCC

number

M. 115 rev. 04

  

ATLAS OLIVE OILS 

110 BD YACOUB EL MANSOUR , CASABLANCA - 20370 MOROCCO (MA)

issued to

product certificate of organic operation according to

BAC Equivalent Organic Standard
(reg. 848/2018 art. 57)

 

operative offices

001638 ATLAS OLIVE OILS - 110 BD YACOUB EL MANSOUR, CASABLANCA -  MOROCCO (MA)

control code

Farm Processor MA BIO 132 I66V

kind of firm

list of authorized products

category - name - qualification

01.26.1 OLIVES organic

10.39.3 OLIVE TREE POWDER organic

01.26.9 DESERT OLIVE TREE PEARLS organic

10.41.2 OLIVE FRUIT JUICE" MARGINES" organic

10.41.2 SESAME SEEDS OIL organic

10.41.2 OLIVE OIL organic

Conditions to put products on the market:

a) The "Transaction Document of organic products" (DTPB), which declares the conformity with the reference standard and ensures regular information 

towards Bioagricert, should always accompany the transactions between controlled operators. If the DTPB is issued after the transaction, the 

declaration of conformity shall be reported on the sales documents.

Prepacked products can be put on the market only after Bioagricert approves the label and after they are identified with a control code.b)

period of validity for all products

from  13/12/2023 to  13/12/2024 company management ALESSANDRO LOMBARDI

┘

┌

Documento firmato digitalmente

Casalecchio di Reno

issuing date 13/12/2023
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This certificate has been issued on the basis of art. 29, paragraph 1 of EU Reg. 834/07 and art. 68 of EU Reg. 

889/08

The certificates and the transactions can be checked via web on www.bioagricert.org and 

www.trasparente-check.com as indicated on the sites.

The operator is responsible for putting products on the market and for the conformity statements.

Unipersonale

soggetta a direzione e coordinamento di Global 

ID Inc. - under the direction and coordination of 

Global ID Inc.

Organismo di Controllo ai sensi del • Control 

body in force of D.M. 29/07/2002 n° 91822

The named operator is certified to organic standards equivalent to retained Regulations 834/2007, 889/2008 and 

1235/2008 for the purpose of exporting organic products into Great Britain

http://www.trasparente-check.com:63719/cert/GetCert.aspx?id=318340
MacPro_Othmane
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